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Abstract 

 

 

Impairments in oxygen delivery and consumption can lead to muscle weakness and physical 

disability. Reduced blood flow, O2 delivery and consumption to the working muscle are likely to 

cause decline in muscle ability to sustain workloads. Perfusion is a measure of microvascular blood 

flow and provides information on nutrients delivery. T2* provides information about relative tissue 

oxygenation. Changes in these parameters following stress, such as exercise, can yield important 

information about imbalance between delivery and consumption. In this study, we implemented a 

novel MRI projection reconstruction technique to simultaneously quantify muscle perfusion and 

T2* at high magnetic field, 7T, and demonstrate assessment of spatial and temporal changes in 

these parameters within calf muscles both during and recovery from dynamic exercise. The high 

magnetic field offers significant improvement in the signal to  noise ratio and the projection based 

reconstruction, which uses golden angle radial acquisition, offers very low sensitivity to bulk 

motion of the subject inside the MRI scanner. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Impairments in nutrients delivery such as oxygen can lead to reduced muscle endurance and 

physical disability. Perfusion is the delivery of arterial blood to the capillary blood in biological 

tissue [1]. As arterial blood is oxygenated blood, perfusion also provides information about the 

delivery of oxygen to the tissue. Accurate quantification of perfusion provides valuable 

information about muscle metabolism and is an active area of research [2]. It is especially 

important in the organs such as skeletal muscles where physical demand, oxygen delivery and 

consumption are tightly coupled [3]. Integrated functions of respiratory, muscular and 

cardiovascular system are reflected in the measurement of perfusion in the muscle. Studies have 

shown that the dynamics of skeletal muscle perfusion can provide insight into vascular reactivity 

[4-7]. So characterizing this quantity is very important. Le Bihan proposed one of the early 

approaches of perfusion weighted MRI. This approach relies on diffusion MRI to estimate blood 

flow using he principles of Brownian motion and capillary orientation. This approach has been 

replaced with arterial spin tagging as the primary non-invasive MR method to quantify perfusion 

in tissue. Arterial spin tagging uses the magnetization of the inflow blood to the tissue as an 

endogenous tracer.  Several important hemodynamic parameters are determined from perfusion 

MRI such as blood volume (BV), defined as the volume of blood occupied within a voxel, mean 

transit time (MTT) which describes average time (temporal width) that the blood spends in the 
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tissue, and blood flow (BF) which is the volume of blood delivered to the tissue per unit volume, 

per minute [8]. BF is estimated form BV and MTT using “central volume principle”: 

 

𝐵𝐹 =
𝐵𝑉

𝑀𝑇𝑇
 

 

Oxygen consumption in the muscle is required for energy production and physical work. An 

estimate of the oxygen content in the tissue can be determined from T2* relaxation time constant. 

T2* signal decay has contributions from inherent “true” T2 of the tissue and signal dephasing due 

to magnetic field inhomogeneities: 

 

1

𝑇2
∗ =

1

𝑇2
+ 𝛾Δ𝐵𝑖 

 

where Δ𝐵𝑖 is the magnetic field inhomogeneity and 𝛾 is the gyromagnetic ratio.  

 

Magnetic field inhomogeneity affecting T2* is caused by several factors, such as susceptibility 

differences between tissue interfaces, accumulation of iron inside the cells, oxygen saturation of 

blood in small vessels and presence of metallic objects. T2* in general can lead to artifacts in 

images such as image distortion near tissue – air interfaces or near metallic implants such as dental 

implants. However, it can be exploited for useful clinical applications; such as pathological levels 

of iron accumulation in brain and liver [9], imaging of hemorrhages due to paramagnetic contrast 

[10, 11], susceptibility weighted imaging e.g. MR venography [12].  
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Quantification of muscle perfusion provides information about oxygen supply to muscular tissues. 

Local change in blood flow affects blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal. T2* provides 

information about total amount of deoxyhemoglobin in the tissue. This is associated with the 

oxygen saturation in the tissue, which is an indirect measurement of oxygen extraction by the 

tissue. Oxygen consumption is a key factor behind muscle metabolism and functional abnormality. 

BOLD signal is also observed as a change of T2*. So monitoring the blood flow and oxygen 

consumption, which is related to T2*, simultaneously can provide information about oxidative 

metabolism in skeletal muscle. Reduced muscle endurance is the main cause behind muscle 

disability. So combined measurement of dynamic perfusion and T2* in organs such as skeletal 

muscle, where oxygen supply and consumption are tightly coupled, can provide important 

information about functional deficits in a situation of increased blood flow demand similar to 

exercise and cardiac stress. This is the main motivation of our current study. 
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Chapter 2 

Available Methods 

 

2.1 Perfusion 

Three major types of perfusion MRI techniques are the Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast (DSC), 

Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced (DCE), and Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) methods. 

 

2.1.1 Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast (DSC) MRI 

This approach relies on magnetic field inhomogeneity created by passage of bolus of MR contrast 

agent, typically Gadolinium based chelate, through the tissue. As the contrast agent passes through, 

the vessels become more paramagnetic and create magnetic field inhomogeneities around the 

vessels. This causes a decrease in the T2* in the tissue and rapid imaging techniques are used to 

generate T2* weighted images. With rapid dynamic imaging it is possible to measure the passage 

of contrast agent through the tissue and complex mathematical models are used to generate BF, 

BV. The mathematical models require measurement or knowledge of the arterial input function 

(AIF) and a deconvolution with AIF is required to calculate BF and BV maps. Partial volume 

effects hampers accurate measurement of the arterial input function. Another disadvantage of this 

approach is that it requires injection of exogenous contrast agent [13].   

 

2.1.2 Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced (DCE) MRI 
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DCE is also an invasive technique and requires external contrast agent. The paramagnetic contrast 

agent has concentration dependent effect on the longitudinal relaxation time (T1 relaxation time). 

As the hemodynamic signal of DCE MRI depends on the value of T1, shortening of T1 value 

increases the DCE signal [14].  Acquisition of rapid T1-weighted images is used to quantify the 

change in the signal in the tissue caused by the contrast agents. Permeability of the capillaries, 

their surface area and perfusion determine the rate at which the contrast agents diffuse from the 

extracellular blood into the tissue extracellular space.  

 

2.1.3 Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) 

Arterial spin labeling allows for non-invasive quantification of perfusion in the tissues. In this 

approach the incoming blood spins are magnetically labeled which then act as diffusible tracer 

when it reaches the tissue [15]. ASL does not use any contrast agent or ionizing radiation and is 

completely non-invasive technique. The non-invasive nature makes it ideal for repeated 

measurements in human studies. In ASL technique, two images are acquired to quantify perfusion: 

one with magnetic labeling of the incoming blood and the other without labeling of the blood. A 

difference of these two images is used to determine the blood entering the tissue and calculate 

perfusion maps. Time delay is required for the labeled blood to enter the tissue and is used with 

other physiological parameters to calculate the perfusion. 

 

As ASL method does not require any contrast agent, therefore it is more convenient and easier to 

use. As mentioned above, this technique uses subtraction of two images: one with the magnetic 

tagging of the blood (tag image) and the other without tagging of the blood (control image). For 

the tag image, water protons in the blood are tagged at the level of large feeding arteries. This 
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tagged blood spin then flows into the imaging slice and start exchanging with the tissue. At this 

time, the tag image is acquired, which reflects the signal from both tissue and incoming blood. In 

the case of control image, blood is not tagged and the signal is only from the tissue. The difference 

of these two image is proportional to the blood that is delivered to that tissue. This difference 

images is used to calculate the absolute value of perfusion.  

 

There are three major of labeling techniques used in ASL approach [16]: continuous ASL (CASL), 

pulsed ASL (PASL), and velocity selective ASL (VSASL). CASL is a steady state approach where 

the inflowing blood is labeled continuously by a series of RF pulses [17] and temporal resolution 

is also limited to 6–8 seconds [18,19]. PASL uses a single short radiofrequency pulses to label the 

blood in a large region that is adjacent to the imaging volume [20]. Since PASL on one RF pulse 

for labeling it reduces RF energy deposition and allows to measure perfusion at a temporal 

resolution ~2 seconds [21]. Several different labeling techniques have been successfully 

demonstrated [22 - 28]. VSASL uses a different approach and labels the blood based on its velocity 

[29] rather than its spatial location. In this approach the blood flowing below a threshold velocity 

is labeled and this can avoid transit time problems. 

 

2.2 T2* 

After an RF excitation, the transverse MR signal termed as Free Induction Decay (FID) can be 

measured. The FID is damped by exponential decay with time constant T2* (Figure 2.1). T2* decay 

composes of the true T2 decay and dispersion of the spins due to the presence of magnetic field 

inhomogeneities. A gradient echo (GRE) pulse sequence is typically used to generate T2* weighted 
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MR images [30]. A series of images with different echo times are acquired to generate T2* maps. 

The signal intensities of these images are fitted to the following equation generates T2* maps 

 

𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ 𝑒
−
𝑡
𝑇2
∗
 

 

 

Figure 2.1: T2* decay 
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Chapter 3 

Theory 

 

PASL is a widely used non-invasive method for perfusion imaging [31-33]. Several variants of 

PASL techniques have been developed. In this work Saturation Inversion Recovery (SATIR) [34] 

is used for skeletal muscle perfusion studies. SATIR uses a slice-selective (SS) and non-selective 

(NS) inversion pulses to acquire tag and control images, respectively. A slice-selective saturation 

pulse is applied after each acquisition to diphase any residual signal.  

 

3.1 Theory of Saturation Inversion Recovery (SATIR) Imaging of Perfusion 

Details of SATIR approach have been described previously and are summarized here [34]. The 

magnetization properties of the labeled blood entering the tissue is not the same as the 

magnetization of the tissue therefore a modified Bloch equation is required to describe the signal 

behavior [35] : 

 

                                         
𝑑𝑀(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓. [𝑀𝑎(𝑡) −𝑀𝑣(𝑡)] − 𝑟1. [𝑀(𝑡) − 𝑀𝑜]                                            [1] 

 

where Mv(t), Ma(t) and M(t) are magnetization of venous blood, arterial blood and tissue water, 

respectively. f is the tissue perfusion and r1 (𝑟1 =
1
𝑇1
⁄ ) is the spin-lattice relaxation rate constant 

of the tissue.  Tissue magnetization, M0, is related to venous, Mv and arterial, Ma, magnetization 
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through a blood/tissue partition coefficient, λ, given by Mv= Ma = M0/λ at equilibrium. This 

relationship assumes that there is rapid and full exchange between blood and tissue water.  

 

In classical ASL technique, flow-sensitive alternating inversion-recovery (FAIR) approach 𝑓 can 

be calculated by from Eq. [1] from two sets of measurements using slice selective (SS) and 

nonselective (NS) inversion pulses [36] to prepare each imaging scan, with the result that Ma at t 

= 0 is also alternately tagged (or “labeled”) Ma and -Ma and: 

 

                                       
𝑑𝑀𝑆𝑆(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓.𝑀𝑎 −

𝑓

𝜆
. 𝑀𝑆𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑟1. [𝑀𝑆𝑆(𝑡) −𝑀𝑜]                                          [2] 

                                       
𝑑𝑀𝑁𝑆(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑓.𝑀𝑎 −

𝑓

𝜆
. 𝑀𝑁𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑟1. [𝑀𝑁𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑀𝑜]                                        [3] 

 

Where r1a, the arterial water relaxation rate constant = 1/T1a and Ma(t) = Ma.(1-2exp(2r1a.t)). Is the 

magnetization (M) at the imaging slice is identical prior to SS and NS inversion pulses the 

perfusion becomes independent of tissue magnetization at t = 0. SATIR approach is based on this 

philosophy and allows for rapid dynamic imaging of perfusion with temporal resolution on the 

order of 1 – 2 seconds. Raynaud et al. [34] have shown that under appropriate conditions the  

perfusion can be readily determined from  

 

                                      𝑓 = −
𝜆

𝑇𝑑
. ln [1 +

𝑀𝑆𝑆(𝑇)−𝑀𝑁𝑆(𝑇)

𝑀𝑆𝑆(𝑇)+𝑀𝑁𝑆(𝑇)
. (1 − 𝑒

𝑇

𝑇1)]                                                    [4] 

 

where Td is the arterial labeling delay. 
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Figure 3.1: Non Slice Selective and Slice Selective acquisition scheme for control and tag image. 

 

3.2 T2* 

Oxygen saturation of the blood affects the local magnetic field homogeneity in the tissue. As cells 

consume more oxygen the deoxyhemoglobin concentration in the blood increases and it becomes 

more paramagnetic thus increasing the local magnetic field inhomogeneity. This increase in the 

local field inhomogeneity causes phase dispersion in transverse magnetization and reduces the 

apparent transverse relaxation time, T2*. Hence, change in the value of T2* represents the level of 

total deoxyhemoglobin and therefore the level of oxygenation of the tissue. T2* plays a very 

important role in blood oxygen level dependent signal (BOLD) signal contrast. A multi echo GRE 

sequence is used to quantify T2* as described above. 
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Figure 3.2: Multi echo GRE acquisition for T2* quantification with radial acquisition. 

 

 

3.3 Combined Measurement of Perfusion and T2* 

Perfusion measurements require a time delay (Td) for the magnetically labeled blood to enter the 

imaging slice. This a dead time between RF pulse use for arterial blood tagging and image 

acquisition block. This dead time can be used to initiate a multi echo GRE sequence in a distal 

slice location. The multi echo images acquired from this sequence can be used to calculate the T2*. 

This approach enables us to measure perfusion and T2* in a single scan. 
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Figure 3.3: Scheme for simultaneous measurement of Perfusion and T2* in a single scan. 

 

In the time period (Td) the blood takes to flow into the perfusion slice after slice selective inversion 

pulse, multi echo T2* sequence is initiated in another slice 3 cm distal from perfusion slice. After 

multi echo GRE acquisition control and tag images are acquired in perfusion slice at the end of 

labeling delay. 
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Chapter 4 

Radial Sampling 

 

In conventional Cartesian MR imaging the data is acquired on a rectangular grid as shown in 

(Figure 4.1a). In Cartesian sampling all the data points for a given phase encoding line are acquired 

and then the acquisition moves to the next phase encoding step. Image is reconstructed performing 

2D Fourier Transform (2DFT) of the acquired k-space data. Radial imaging is a projection 

acquisition and reconstruction method similar to computed tomography. In this method, 

projections at different angles of the target subject, are sampled to fill up the k-space (Figure 4.1b). 

Since radial sampling takes projections at different angles so the data points do not fall into 

rectangular Cartesian grid points and 2DFT cannot be used to reconstruct images. Several 

approaches have been developed to reconstruct images from non-uniform k-space sampling. The 

most common approach is resampling the radial data to Cartesian grid and then using 2DFT to 

generate images.  

 

Figure 4.1: Cartesian k-space trajectory (a) and radial k-space trajectory (b). 
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Gridding to Cartesian k-space points is the first step in reconstructing images from radial 

acquisition [37]. Gridding involves convolution of the radially acquired samples with appropriate 

convolution kernel to generate sample point on a Cartesian grid. All Radial data point have a 

contribution to the nearest Cartesian grid locations. Kaiser-Bessel convolution kernel is the most 

common kernel used [37]. 2DFT of the resampled k-space is used for reconstruction of images. 

 

There are several advantages of radial sampling  

 No phase encoding is used in radial acquisition therefore the method is less sensitive to 

bulk motion 

 Radial acquisition is uniquely suited for under sampled acquisition thus improving 

temporal resolution for dynamic studies.  

 Center of k-space is naturally oversampled hence contrast is preserved even if there is 

motion in some projections. This also reduces impact of bulk motion. 

 

Radial projections can be acquired in any order, typically projections are either incremented 

uniformly or using a golden angle acquisition approach [38]. In uniform acquisition, the angle 

between two successive radial spokes is 360o/total number of radial spokes. In golden angle 

acquisition, the angle between two successive acquisitions is incremented by 111.25o [39]. This 

increment divides the  largest remaining angular gap between projections in into half for each 

successive acquisition and results in less artifacts. 
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Figure 4.2: Pulse sequence for radial acquisition. 
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Chapter 5 

Related work 

 

While methods for simultaneous quantification of perfusion and T2* or other markers of tissue 

oxygenation have been implemented [40-42], but nobody demonstrated it for dynamic exercise at 

7T and radial acquisition was also never implemented for these studies. These studies were 

conducted to investigate reactive hyperemia mostly.  

 

Herein, we implemented novel interleaved golden angle radial MRI acquisition to simultaneously 

quantify muscle perfusion and T2* at 7T, and demonstrate assessment of spatial and temporal 

changes in these parameters within calf muscle during recovery from plantar flexion exercise. The 

high magnetic field offers improvement in signal to noise ratio and radial acquisition, which is 

used for projection reconstruction of MR images, has the advantage of low sensitivity to human 

movement inside the scanner. 

 

Different studies have demonstrated that skeletal muscle perfusion dynamics are capable of 

providing insights in pathological and physiological functions as well [43-46].     In these studies 

perfusion measurement reflects integrated function of respiratory, vascular and cardiovascular 

systems. Perfusion has been studied for functional hyperemia [47, 48]   and reactive hyperemia 

[49].  As T2* change has the potential to reflect the change of biochemichal components in organs, 

so it has been studied for diagnosis of several diseases [50].  T2* study has also been of particular 
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interest to quantify Iron deposition in tissues [51], identifying the differentiation of different 

tumors and detecting its paramagnetic substance [52, 53].    

 

Studies on combined quantification of perfusion and T2* or other markers of tissue oxygenation 

have been implemented for reactive hyperemia [54-56]   , but nobody demonstrated it for dynamic 

exercise at 7T. Also, functional hyperemia is more physiologically analogous to the demand of 

daily living than reactive hyperemia. High magnetic field of 7T and the advantage of radial 

acquisition having low sensitivity to bulk motions can result in measurement of perfusion and T2* 

simultaneously with higher accuracy in skeletal muscle. 

 

Herein, we implemented novel interleaved golden angle radial MRI acquisition to simultaneously 

quantify muscle perfusion and T2* at 7T, and demonstrate assessment of spatial and temporal 

changes in these parameters within calf muscle during recovery from plantar flexion exercise. We 

further demonstrated the assessment of spatial and temporal changes in perfusion and T2* in calf 

muscle during recovery from plantar flexion exercise. 
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Chapter 6 

Methods 

 

6.1 Centering the Radial Projections by Shift Estimation and Correction 

When different gradients are applied during radial data acquisition, there is a time delay between 

the requested and actual starting time of the gradient waveform [57].  Because of this gradient 

delay, the center of acquired radial projections are shifted from the actual center of the kspace.  

In Cartesian acquisition these shifts do not create any artifact in the image because all phase 

encoding lines have the same readout direction. So only the phase of the reconstructed image has 

an added linear phase gradient. But in radial acquisition readout directions are different for every 

acquisition angle. When the gridding is done and the image is reconstructed by Fourier transform, 

there is an artifact in the image. 

 

To correct the shift of the center of radial spokes [58],  calibration data at 0o and 180o (Figure 6.1), 

90o and 270o (Figure 6.2) are acquired. The 0o and 180o radial spokes are on the same line but in 

opposite direction. We flip one of the two spokes and plot the magnitude of both spokes. If there 

was no shift in the acquired radial lines, then they would be exactly on the top of each other. To 

estimate the shift along ky=0 line, 0o and 180o spokes are used and for the shift along kx=0 line, 

90o and 270o spokes are used. As we know from the FT property, if there is a shift between the 

two signals in kspace, then there would be a linear phase ramp between those two signals in spatial 

domain. The steps to calculate the shift along ky=0 line are described below: 
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1. Flip one of the 0o and 180o spokes. 

2. Take the FT of the magnitude of two spokes. 

3. Calculate and plot the phase difference between these two signals. It will show up as a 

linear region at the central potion. This is the portion we are interested in because the center 

portion of radial kspace line carries most signal information. 

4. Fit the central linear portion to a linear equation and calculate the slope of that line. 

5. Shift along ky=0 line in terms of sample is calculated from the slope from the equation: 

Δkx=-slope × no. of samples/4π. 

 

Same procedure is used with 90o and 270o spokes to calculate Δky along kx=0 line. Then shift along 

every radial spoke can be calculated using the equation [59]  : 

Δk(ϴ)= Δkx 𝑐𝑜𝑠2(ϴ)+ Δky 𝑠𝑖𝑛2(ϴ)  ; for every angle ϴ. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Gradient correction for kx with 0o and 180o radial spokes. 
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Figure 6.2: Gradient correction for ky with 90o and 270o radial spokes. 

 

 

6.2 In Vivo Study Design 

The study was approved by Auburn University institutional review board. MR studies were 

performed on a Siemens 7T system (Erlangen, Germany) using a surface coil. Informed consent 

was provided by each subject prior to participation in the study. Seven subjects participated in the 

study. First one minute scan was done when the subjects were resting. The subjects then performed 

2 minutes of plantar flexion at 0.5 Hz against a resistance of 40% of MVC. After that, data was 

acquired for almost 3 minutes in recovery. 
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6.3 Imaging Sequence 

Pulse sequence was developed to acquire data simultaneously from two different slices. Arterial 

spin labeling sequence SATIR [60]  was implemented using hyperbolic secant inversion pulse for 

spin tagging and golden angle radial readout (Figure 6.3a - slice 1). Time delay between perfusion 

tagging and acquisition was used for interleaved acquisition of T2* data for a slice located 3 cm 

distally from the perfusion slice (Figure 6.3a – slice 2).  A multi-echo radial GRE sequence with 

radial acquisition was used for T2* mapping (Figure 6.3b). Temporal resolution for perfusion and 

T2* was approximately 1.3 seconds. 

 

Quantitative perfusion and T2* maps were acquired at rest. Common acquisition parameters: FOV 

= 192 mm, slice thickness = 5 mm, TR = 1.28 s, Flip angle = 15⁰ and 64 radial projections.  

 

Resting perfusion measurements were acquired with a slice selective and nonselective tagging 

pulse with tagging time = 1 sec. T2* was acquired with TEs = 2.2, 5.0, 7.8, 10.6 and 13.4 ms. 

Quantitative perfusion maps were determined as described before [61].  T2* was calculated by 

fitting a mono-exponential function to magnitude signal intensity.  
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Figure 6.3: Perfusion and T2* slice locations on calf muscle (a) and pulse sequence for data 

acquisition (b). Slice selective 180o inversion RF pulse was applied for acquiring the tag image 

in slice 1. During the post labeling delay (PLD) after this pulse, multi echo GRE sequence with 

radial acquisition applied in slice 2 to acquire 5 echo images for T2* quantification. After PLD 

tag image with radial acquisition was acquired at slice 1. 
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6.4 Phantom Experiment 

Developed pulse sequence was validated by phantom experiments first. Agar, Agarose and Copper 

Sulfate solutions were prepared for the phantom experiment. 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 percent Agar and 

Agarose solutions were prepared in 50 mL test tubes. Also, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mM Copper Sulfate 

solutions were prepared in 50 mL test tubes for the phantom experiments. 

 

T2* and perfusion were measured by the developed pulse sequence using the same protocol as 

mentioned before. T2* was also measured by standard multi echo GRE sequence only and 

perfusion was measured by SATIR sequence only. Images acquired in coronal plane were used for 

the phantom study. 

 

T2* from multi echo GRE sequence only and developed sequence were compared to test the 

validity of the sequence. Also, both cartesian and golden angle radial acquisition were 

implemented in the developed pulse sequence to examine if there is any difference in the result. 

 

6.5 Data Analysis 

6.5.1 Perfusion 

Perfusion weighted image at resting state was generated from the difference of two images 

acquired with slice selective and non-selective inversion pulses to identify the region where blood 

is highly perfused. The muscle area activated with high perfusion due to exercise was identified 

from the difference of the first and the last slice selective image acquired during the recovery 

period. From this muscle activation map a region of interest (ROI) was selected to calculate the 
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perfusion using the SATIR equation. Dynamic change in perfusion was measured as a change from 

the resting value during the recovery period. 

 

6.5.2 T2* 

T2* was calculated by fitting the signal intensities from five echo images to a mono-exponential 

equation. A T2* map was generated for the resting state by evaluating the value of T2* at every 

pixel location. The muscle area with decreased T2* due to exercise was identified from the 

difference of the first and the last T2* map generated during the recovery period. From this muscle 

activation map a region of interest (ROI) was selected to observe the relative change of T2* which 

was normalized by the resting T2* value. 
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Chapter 7 

Results 

 

7.1 Gradient Calibration and Correction 

Prior to the actual phantom and human study, the reconstructed phantom images acquired with 

radial acquisition showed artifacts (Figure 7.4a). So gradient calibration and correction was 

needed. Calibration experiment was done with phantoms for off center imaging at 500 Hz 

bandwidth to be consistent with the actual study. As mentioned before, 0o and 180o calibration 

spoke resulted in a sample shift of 0.588 in kx direction (Figure 7.1-7.3). Similarly 90o and 270o 

spokes resulted in a sample shift of 0.62 in ky direction. Another set calibration data was acquired 

during the actual human study which resulted in Δkx = 0.578 and Δky = 0.617, which is pretty close 

to the phantom results. From the shifts along kx and ky , sample shift along radial spokes at every 

angle was calculated and corrected. Corrected phantom image is shown in Figure 7.4b. 

 

Figure 7.1: Magnitude plot of 0o and flipped 180o radial spokes. 
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Figure 7.2: Phase difference between 0o and flipped 180o radial spoke magnitudes. 

 

Figure 7.3: Fitting of the linear phase ramp portion to a linear equation to calculate Δkx. 

Slope= - 0.0144 
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Figure 7.4: Phantom image reconstructed without shift correction (a) and with shift correction 

(b). 
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7.2 Phantom Study 

The five echo images of agar phantom are shown In the Figure 7.5, where green ROI represents 

1% agar solution, the intensity of which from five echo images were fitted to a mono exponential 

equation to calculate the T2* by all three methods. T2* of selected ROI was 45.6 ms from multi 

echo GRE sequence, 43.9 ms from cartesian acquisition using developed sequence and 44.2 ms 

from radial acquisition using developed sequence.  

 

As there was almost no perfusion in the phantom experiments, so the quantitative perfusion was 

approximately zero for the phantom experiments from both SATIR sequence and developed 

sequence.  

 

Figure 7.6a shows that T2* values acquired by both standard sequence and developed sequence are 

pretty close. Figure 7.6b shows these values have a very good coefficient of determination of 0.98. 

 

 

Figure 7.5: In this figure 5 echo images from the phantom experiment are shown that are used for 

the intensity fitting to a mono-exponential equation to calculate T2*. Perfusion weighted image 

shows up blank as there is almost no perfusion in the phantom experiment. 
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Figure 7.6: T2* values of Agar phantoms of different concentrations using both multi echo GRE 

sequence and our developed sequence (a) and validation of the results with coefficient of 

determination (b). 
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7.3 Perfusion 

Anatomical image at slice location 1 (Figure 7.7) and corresponding representative slice selective 

perfusion weighted image at rest are shown in Figure 7.8. Blood vessels on perfusion images show 

high signal due to flow. From the resting perfusion weighted image we see that the gastrocnemius 

muscle has the highest perfusion in the calf at rest. At rest the perfusion was 5 ± 2 mL/min/100g. 

Figure 7.10 shows change in perfusion for one subject immediately after exercise indicating 

regions of muscle activation. This overlay map is change from the resting state. The overlay map 

indicate that immediately after the exercise perfusion is increased in the gastrocnemius muscle. A 

region of interest (ROI) corresponding to the activated muscle regions identified on the perfusion 

maps was manually traced on the images.  

 

ROI analysis showed that perfusion was significantly increased reaching 80 ± 10 mL/min/100g 

immediately after exercise. Figure 7.12 shows average perfusion with standard deviation during 

recovery period from exercise for all subjects. Perfusion recovered slowly during post-exercise 

rest period and average time to return to baseline was approximately 120 s. As exercise is 

performed, oxygen is extracted from the blood causing hemoglobin deoxygenation. So oxygenated 

blood flows into that region and perfusion increases. 

 

Figure 7.14 shows the synopsis of change in perfusion in different muscle groups- gastrocnemius, 

soleus and peronius muscles within calf muscle during recovery from exercise. 

 

7.4 T2* 
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Anatomical image at slice location 2 (Figure 7.7) and corresponding representative slice selective 

T2* map at rest are shown in Figure 7.9. From resting T2* map we see that tibialis posterior muscle 

and gastrocnemius muscle exhibit high T2*. Average baseline T2* was 21 ms in gastrocnemius 

muscle at rest. Figure 7.11 shows change in T2* for one subject immediately after exercise 

indicating regions of muscle activation. The overlay map indicate that immediately after the 

exercise T2* is decreased in the gastrocnemius muscle. A region of interest (ROI) corresponding 

to the activated muscle regions identified on the T2* maps was manually traced on the images. 

Shim difference between experiments affects baseline (resting) T2*; therefore post exercise T2* 

was normalized to the resting map from each individual. T2* in the selected ROI decreased by 

approximately 8 ± 3 % immediately after exercise from the resting value. T2* recovery showed 

exponential behavior. Figure 7.13 shows average normalized T2* with standard deviation during 

recovery period from exercise for all subjects. 

 

T2* decrease immediately after plantar flexion is mainly induced by hemoglobin deoxygenation. 

At low values of blood oxygen saturation, an increase of blood volume results in a decrease of 

T2*. As oxygen supply is increased with increased oxygenated blood flow, T2* slowly increases 

and returns to its resting value. 

 

Figure 7.15 shows the synopsis of change in T2* in different muscle groups- gastrocnemius, soleus 

and peronius muscles within calf muscle during recovery from exercise. The peroneus muscle is 

not much effected by the exercise as it shows kind of random changes in T2*. But gastrocnemius 

and soleus muscles exhibit significant change in T2* due to exercise. 
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Table 7.1: Perfusion and T2* values of all the subjects. 

Subject Perfusion                               T2*  

 Peak flow 

(mL/min/100g) 

Recovery time 

(sec) 

Baseline T2* 

(ms) 

Minimum 

relative T2* 

1 83 112 20.49 0.93 

2 86 131 21.23 0.951 

3 70 103 23.27 0.923 

4 77 125 24.58 0.917 

5 74 118 19.73 0.91 

6 89 140 22.25 0.89 

7 71 123 18.31 0.94 

 

 
Figure 7.7: Two slice locations for perfusion and T2* on calf muscle. Slice 1 is perfusion slice 

and slice 2 is T2* slice. 
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Figure 7.8: Anatomical image of perfusion slice (a) and perfusion weighted image of the same 

slice (b) at rest. 
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Figure 7.9: Anatomical image of T2* slice (a) and T2* map of the same slice (b) at rest. 
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Figure 7.10: Increased perfusion activated area (a) and plot of perfusion (b) from selected ROI in 

activated region of slice of one subject during recovery from exercise. 
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Figure 7.11: Decreased T2* activated area (a) plot of relative T2* (b) from selected ROI in 

activated region of slice of one subject during recovery from exercise.  
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Figure 7.12: Average perfusion with standard deviation of all the subjects during recovery perod. 

 

Figure 7.13: Average relative T2* with standard deviation of all subjects during recovery period. 
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Figure 7.14: Different muscle groups in perfusion slice (a) and corresponding muscle perfusion 

(b) during recovery period. 
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Figure 7.15: Different muscle groups in T2* slice (a) and corresponding muscle T2* (b) during 

recovery period. 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion 

 

8.1 Repeatability 

Twelve studies were performed with the developed pulse sequence. As mentioned before, six of 

them were young healthy subjects and six of them were old healthy subjects. The results are in 

good agreement with a small range of variability. The variability was probably caused by the 

amount of exercise that was being performed. Some of the subjects might not be capable of doing 

the required amount of exercise. Oxygen consumption rate plays an important role as well. 

 

8.2 Perfusion 

As exercise is performed, oxygen is extracted from the blood. So new oxygenated blood flows into 

that region and perfusion increases. In vPIVOT study, peak perfusion was reported as almost 73 

mL/min/100g after plantar flexion exercise against a pressure of 10 psi every second, leading to a 

power of 6W at 3T in gastroc muscle [62]  which is pretty close to our result. 

 

Another related study was done to quantify perfusion with dynamic exercise [63],  where one 

subject did plantar flexion exercise at 20 %, 40 % and 60 % of MVC at 7T. They reported peak 

perfusion of almost 37 mL/min/100g and 68 mL/min/100g for 40 % and 60 % MVC respectively, 

which is lower than our result. The first reason behind this is they used T1=2.587 s [64]  at 7T and 

also used simplified general kinetic model [65]  to calculate perfusion. In our study, we used 
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T1=2.087 s [66]  at 7T which was reported in a more recent study using more optimal sequence. 

Just by using this value for T1 in that simplified general kinetic model, the value of perfusion is 

increased by almost 15 % for the PLD (or inflow time) of 1.5 sec used in their study. The second 

reason for this is they measured the average peak perfusion of whole gastrocnemius muscle and 

we measured the peak perfusion of a selected ROI where perfusion is high within the 

gastrocnemius muscle instead of the whole muscle. Another possible factor might be that study 

used EPI sequence whereas our study used radial acquisition. 

 

The perfusion immediately after the exercise measured in this study was higher than what was 

reported in SATIR protocol for plantar flexion [67].  It was 50 ± 12 mL/min/100g in that study 

which is almost 20 mL/min/100g smaller than our result. The reason might be that study was 

conducted with a very short plantar flexion exercise and the exercise was in anaerobic condition. 

Another important fact is whole leg perfusion was quantified in this study and the study was done 

at 3T. So the perfusion peak was different. 

 

Perfusion reported for reactive hyperemia by PIVOT [68]  and SATIR had a peak perfusion of 37 

± 6.1 mL/min/100g and 50 ± 13 mL/min/100g respectively, which are also lower than our peak 

perfusion value due to plantar flexion at 40% MVC. Obviously this is because of reactive 

hyperemia, which is a different study than dynamic exercise. And also, these studies were on the 

whole leg perfusion and on soleus muscle, not on gastrocnemius muscle. These studies were done 

at 3T. Temporal resolution of these studies was 2 seconds, where temporal resolution of our study 

is 1.3 seconds.  
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8.3 T2* 

The baseline T2* value matched fairly with the previous study in calf muscle at 7T [69].  T2* 

decrease immediately after plantar flexion is mainly induced by hemoglobin deoxygenation. As 

exercise is performed, oxygen is extracted from the muscle and results in hemoglobin 

deoxygenation. This changes the magnetic susceptibility and paramagnetism of deoxyhemoglobin 

causes local magnetic field inhomogeneity. As the oxygen saturation decreases, concentration of 

deoxyhemoglobin increases. This causes the T2* to decrease. At low values of blood oxygen 

saturation, an increase of blood volume results in a decrease of T2*. As new oxygenated blood 

flows into this muscle region, the oxyhemoglobin causes the T2* to increase again.  

 

In vPIVOT study lowest relative T2* was reported as almost 0.97 after plantar flexion exercise 

against a pressure of 10 psi every second, leading to a power of 6W at 3T in gastroc muscle [70]  

which is pretty close to our result. The response of T2* recovery is also similar to our findings. 

The result also fairly matches with the PIVOT study except the huge peak in relative T2* after the 

minimum value. That is because that study was done for reactive hyperemia and the leg was cuffed. 

So there was almost no blood flow. When the cuff was released, there was a huge inrush blood 

flow that caused the T2* to reach a maximum peak higher than 15% of its resting value. But in 

dynamic exercise at 40 % MVC blood flow is not zero. So the T2* do not exhibit any peak and 

slowly recovers to its resting value exponentially.  
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Chapter 9 

Conclusion 

 

This study demonstrates the ability to simultaneously quantify skeletal muscle perfusion and T2*, 

both at rest and dynamically, for post exercise recovery in calf muscle at 7T. An interleaved golden 

angle radial acquisition pulse sequence was implemented for the study which helps reduce bulk 

motion artifacts. The temporal and spatial resolution of the protocol was sufficient to measure 

changes in metabolism-related parameters post exercise. Dynamic plantar flexion exercise isolates 

the calf muscles and might provide valuable insight into pathophysiological processes independent 

of impaired heart function. Accordingly, the information provided by this technique may prove to 

be very valuable in understanding muscle metabolism in healthy subjects as well as patient 

populations who experience mobility disability. 
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